People have damaged the earth's
meridians so they are blinding us
to the planet’s & humanity’s needs

I’m a Feng Shui Master, have done
meridian restoration in the US and
seek a grant to work worldwide. The
results will be amazing! Humanity will
be more peaceful, saner and care
about the earth’s future.
"Start by doing what’s necessary; then do what’s possible; and suddenly you are
doing the impossible.” Saint Francis of Assisi

Cover Art
A gap in a meridian affects the whole planet. The map is an
approximation of current meridians. I will restore where restoration
is possible and in other places slightly move some.


Got Gaps?
This project is key to the world's evolution and survival. It can’t
become a 501(c)3 so it falls between gaps of foundation grants. The
world and I would be thankful if you could help in a small or large
way. Restoring the earth’s meridians will lead to proper human
behavior so we can turn global warming and other issues around is
critical.
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Grant Proposal to Restore the Earth's Meridians and Humanity’s Sanity
Earth's 12 energy meridians affect everything on the planet. Just like our 12 meridians they are
necessary for survival. Many meridians have been disturbed or removed, especially by earth moving
projects. This is causing unwise human decisions, some of which are bringing further harm to the
meridians. Restoring them will turn the downward spiral around making it easier to put out political,
climate and other fires which are so prevalent. My life is hyper focused on restoring the planet's
meridians to help bring peace and sanity again.

 A Bit About Me
Since I was knee high to a gopher I've led a life different than most people, with chi, personal evolution,
innovation and caring for the earth converging. In fifth grade I was voted the most improved in the
class, a foreshadowing of adult life when others told me I evolved more than anyone they knew. I
wasn't just evolving for my benefit. Humanity's and the earth's benefit are intermingled. In 1970 in high
school a group of us organized recycling when hardly anyone was aware it was possible or needed.
I did service for many groups while living in the Garberville California area for 20 years. I include this
info and more in the grant to share where I come from in life. Most people never find these things out
about me. They're certainly not secrets. I just am not inclined to brag.
 We started a community FM radio station on a shoestring and I became the Chief Engineer,
a programmer airing viewpoints and music not often heard and a member of the Program
Selection and Review Committee which selected programmers and helped them improve. I
enjoyed anchoring live remote broadcasts to bring community meetings and events to those
who couldn't attend.

 The town's banks weren't making loans to credit worthy community members who lacked
a formal credit rating so we formed a community credit union and I was elected VP. It was
so successful the Bank of America left town a few years later.


Volunteering on a telephone crisis line

 I had always been appalled at how some men were violent to their partners so I received
training to lead a Men’s Alternatives to Violence Group. It was rewarding to see men learn
about taking time outs and other skills instead of doing harm.

 In my desire to share skills I’ve taught electronics, stage craft, literacy and more.
My life has progressed from one modality to another, looking for better, more efficient ways to
evolve, help others and the world and trying to include fun along the way!

 My Introduction to Feng Shui
You likely have heard of feng shui, the ancient discipline of harmonizing chi so people lead better
lives. I discovered it out of necessity for a company I previously started. It was challenging to
implement but the results were amazing, beyond anything I'd experienced in other life or business
improvement systems. I’d been an electronics technician and my technically inclined mind took
repeated experiences to be convinced. Once I experienced it enough I switched careers and was
trained by three students of a Feng Shui Master to be a practitioner and offer the world a traditional
form of this most powerful life changing system.
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 Understanding Chi Through Analogies
Chi is real but invisible so it’s hard to understand. To those unfamiliar with electricity and the modern
world, holding a battery, light bulb and a few wires and saying these objects will light up a room would
seem unbelievable. To see it happen would be like magic. If they were open minded, with explanation it
would start to make sense and they might even want it as part of their everyday life.

When acupuncture was becoming popular in the US some doctors set out to find meridians by
studying a cadaver. Of course they didn't find meridians as they don't need physical pathways, plus
meridians cease flowing at death. So the doctors decided acupuncture was a hoax. When the story
made the rounds of acupuncturists they found it sad though funny as you might. Over time instruments
were developed which could sense subtle energy and prove acupuncture meridians exist. Now many
HMO's embrace acupuncture because for many conditions it works wonders. Improving chi is a
powerful modality, yet knowledge of the earth's meridians is in its infancy in the west.

 A Bit About Feng Shui Which Improves Meridians in Buildings
If you live or work in a rectangular building, it has its nine feng shui areas. But if a corner was missing,
living in the building you will be missing the corresponding part of your life force energy. You would
find it hard to have good finances, relationships or another area, depending on which corner was
missing. Missing two, three or four corners and troubles increase geometrically. Other aspects are
important such as doorways, windows, roof angles, color... the list fills books with situations whose chi
affects us for better or worse. Modern construction rarely takes these into account so humanity walks
through life with virtually everyone challenged, yet thinking this is normal. It isn't, it's just so common
we take inordinate difficulties as the way life has to be.

 A Better Way
Once I became a practitioner I saw my clients struggle with esoteric standard feng shui. I have an
inquiring, inventive mind so I developed an easier way, Life Chi Feng Shui. Through focused
meditation I energize natural crystals, creating implements to quickly do thousands of corrections
buildings need. It's automatic, fast and effective. Clients no longer needed numerous “cures” around
their home or business to do chi corrections.
For example, one home I feng shui'ed had conflicting roof angles. That's when parts of the roof meet at
odd angles to each other which cause conflict in the occupants. With feng shui their arguments stopped
in 20 minutes! In another home the children were problematic... the son was obstinate including not
eating vegetables and the teenage daughter was aloof. They had a problem in the feng shui children
area. Within weeks the son was not only eating his veggies but also requesting raw broccoli. The
daughter became part of the family again and even gave them hugs. Their parents were amazed. Clear
beautiful chi was the key. I long for that all over the earth. Chi is as real as anything else on earth and
allows appropriate thought and action. Results can be dramatic or subtle but everyone gets what they
need including a more peaceful life.

"You are not here merely to make a living. You are here in order to enable the world to live more
amply, with greater vision, with a finer spirit of hope and achievement.” President Woodrow Wilson

 The Earth's Energy Meridians are Far More Powerful
Energy at special rock formations which control many of the meridians can be so powerful it can be
felt. The sensation is like contacting electricity. I couldn't even touch one as a few inches away it felt
like 120 volts.
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Two Elements of the Earth’s Communication System

Rare spiral pointer rock. Most pointer rocks
send chi straight up or at the north star and
emit enough chi to feel a tingling similar to
electricity above the point.

Rare double chi receiving dish. DishTV
offerings pale compared to what these
pick up.

 Global Scale Feng Shui
Quality feng shui fills a building's missing corners and other problem areas with chi. The meridian
restoration will fill missing areas of the earth's chi which have been removed by roads and other
human caused problems.
Meridian restoration (correcting the earth's chi) will turn everything around. With the earth's meridians
being troubled or in some cases missing, we suffer and are doing harm to the earth. Humanity will
behave much more rationally when the earth’s chi is flowing well.

"The earth does not belong to man; man belongs to the earth. This we know. Whatever befalls the
earth befalls the sons of the earth. Man does not weave this web of life. He is merely a strand of
it. Whatever he does to the web, he does to himself." Chief Seattle

 Bringing Fire Into Balance
I will also be working to balance the five sacred feng shui elements, especially fire. One aspect of
earth's problems is that there is an over abundance of the fire element. This is from fossil fuels and
nuclear energy that have been obtained by depleting the earth element, overheating it which causes
anger. There are esoteric ways to bring balance.

 NASA
I mention NASA because it demonstrates what poor chi can do and one way it can be sensed. After
the second shuttle disaster I did inquiry and meditation, wondering if feng shui could have caused the
problems. The answer was yes so I researched NASA's web site. Their headquarters’ footprint was the
most irregular shape I have seen in a commercial building. The engineering, main office and mission
control buildings also had problematic shapes. Then I read the Accident Investigation Report from the
Apollo 1 mission when three astronauts died in a fire during a launch rehearsal. The report cited the
same underlying problems as with the shuttle missions: schedule deadlines needing to be met despite
engineers' warnings, budget constraints and mismanagement from the top levels. The specific
engineering problem which caused the Apollo 1 fire (which never made it into the popular press) was
leaks in the cooling system which used highly flammable refrigerant. Engineers warned that despite
their best efforts to repair the leaks, because some were behind electronic equipment which could not
be removed, adequate repairs couldn't be guaranteed. Combined with an enriched oxygen atmosphere
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and a spark it spelled disaster. I sent letters to management and the Accident Investigation
Team offering help but they didn't respond.

 The World Trade Center
9/11 woke me up. After the initial shock wore off I meditated and did inquiry. I sensed the site had been
a powerful sacred earth energy site and had been a problem for commerce since the earliest colonial
days. Great, I thought. How am I ever going to prove this? (It is nice occasionally to get confirmation of
intuition.) I remembered when a man drove his explosive laden van into the basement. But the rest
seemed lost to history. A few years later I awoke compelled to Google “history of the world trade center
site.” The top result was an article in The New Yorker by that exact title. It detailed how there had been a
warehouse fire and a major labor riot on the site. The article went further back. In colonial days a Dutch
West Indies Trading Company ship burned and sank on the site. It should be noted that some of
Manhattan was land filled both to dump trash and create more land. Charred remains of the ship
including distinctive elements which identified it as a Dutch West Indies ship were discovered during the
WTC foundation excavation. Intuition can be amazing.

“Societies raise their grandest monuments to what their cultures value most highly.” Michael
Mandelbaum - Director of the American Foreign Policy program at the Johns Hopkins
University, School of Advanced International Studies, speaking about the WTC.

The WTC was all about commerce and for hundreds of years the energy of the site had been kicking
commerce out, but no one sensed chi or learned from history so we made increasingly worse mistakes.
I wrestled with what to do. I didn't write anyone as I had grown tired of jousting at windmills. I need to
focus my energy where it will do real good. The site needs serious help. It is on my list, though near the
end as the rest of the earth's overall chi has to be in better shape before I can help the WTC's situation.

 The Sites
I've restored energy sites in the US over the past 15 years at my expense. There are 50 critical sites in
over 25 countries I will visit in two years, some of them twice. Two of the sites:

The Door to Hell

A big rock in Jerusalem which needs to shift

 The Door to Hell
In the desert in Turkmenistan is an unusual 100 meter wide hole. It was created in 1971 when the
Soviets were drilling for natural gas, hit a massive gas cavern (eureka!) causing the ground to collapse
and the drilling rig to fall in (oopskie;-( The crater has been burning ever since. It’s a minor tourist
attraction with tradition being BYOM (bring your own marshmallows).
To a casual observer this is a big burning hole in the middle of nowhere. Meditating on it I realized the
cavern had been a resonant chamber for the earth’s chi. As it isn’t possible to do physical restoration, my
plan is to use a slingshot to place specially selected and energized crystals in the hole in a geometric
pattern to restore as much of its original chi as possible. There are additional places to work with in the
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the Soviet region. I sensed the area was peaceful long ago and found the Russian word mir translates
both as peace and earth. I am determined the words be joined as they rightfully should be.

 The Big Rock in Jerusalem
What do you get when you cross three of the world’s religions with a rock? I wish it was a joke. It's
the most contested place on earth and the cause of so much war.
It’s called Even haShetiya in Hebrew which translates as The Foundation Stone. The Jewish
tradition sees it as the place creation started, the altar in the ancient Temple, the junction of heaven
and earth and the holiest of holy places.
In Arabic it’s called El Sakhrah (The Rock), the place angels visited 2,000 years before the creation
of Adam, where the prophet Mohamed ascended to heaven on a stairway of light and the place
where Israfel, the angel of the trumpet, will sound his horn on Resurrection Day.
Around 690 AD the Muslim Dome of the Rock was constructed over the rock. When Christian
Crusaders conquered the area in 1099 they converted the dome into a church they named
Templum Domini (Temple of The Lord). Many churches in Europe incorporate aspects of the
building. The Crusaders called the cave under the Rock the Holy of Holies and revered it as the site
of the annunciation of John the Baptist.

"Any peace effort that does not tackle the root causes of the crisis will do little more than set the
stage for the next cycle of violence." Ban Ki-Moon, Secretary General of the United Nations on one
of the many Israeli-Arab cease-fire agreements.

What’s in a name? Israel translates from Hebrew as “s/he who wrestles with God.” Quite a wrestling
match it has been!

 What I plan to do
I will spend time near the Sea of Galilee where Jesus lived many years to connect with his energy and
receive guidance for the work. Then I'll meditate at this rock, connect with religious leaders and try to
get permission to bury energized crystals for peace nearby. Egypt and other points in the mid-east are
calling. 6,000 years of poor chi need to shift.

Religions and Governments Imitate Sacred Sites

Weathered Sacred Site

Christian Church

Dome of the Rock

US Capitol Dome

Others include the Taj Mahal, Pantheon, many stupas, mosques, churches and government buildings.
One has to wonder if the sacred site originally had a slender feature on top.

"When the missionaries came to Africa they had the Bible and we had the land. They said 'Let us pray.'
We closed our eyes. When we opened them we had the Bible and they had the land.” Desomnd Tutu
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 Iceland
The US has had financial meltdowns and I did inquiry to find out what was behind them. At first I suspected
the Federal Reserve, Wall Street, The Treasury and Fort Knox but I didn’t see major problems with them or
other US buildings. Then in 2008 banking in Iceland bit the dust. Scandinavian people are some of the
kindest and sanest on earth I thought, what could have gone wrong there? I intuited that an energy formation
in Iceland needed help. It relates to things of true value and how we treat them. That formation has been
affecting us in increasing ways for a long time. Irrational desire for money and many financial meltdowns
have been the result of the earth's human caused energy problems.

 Crestone
I didn't hear of Crestone Colorado until I moved to Boulder. You likely never have heard of Crestone either.
It’s a tiny town in the middle of nowhere while still being in Colorado. The best known nearby attraction is
Sand Dunes National Park which may be our least known National Park. Twice while living in Boulder
people mentioned Crestone. I had no idea what was there but intuited I had to move. In Crestone I met John
Milton and knew he was the reason I was drawn there. Amory Lovins, John and others originally purchased
acreage in Crestone to build solar homes using the abundant rocks on the property. John, a Taoist Master,
camped there to connect with the land. In meditation the rocks showed him the earth’s energy system and
sacred rocks which control the earth's meridians. John had to convince Amory and others, who were the
financial backers, this was not a place to build solar homes, but instead had to be preserved. It is now a
sacred land trust. John has been leading high energy vision quests using the meditation seats plus
teaching this system of meridians ever since.

 Aboriginal Connection to the Wisdom
Around an evening fire Aboriginal elders can recite their lineage 50 generations back. John brought
some of these planet historians to the Crestone site. They recognized what he was sharing and said "Ah,
so white brother knows of this too." What John and I have received from meditation is amazing. It's also
very nice to know this meridian system is connected to an ancient honored lineage. I plan to study with
Aborigines on the journey.

Machu Picchu’s sacred
Intihuatana Stone

Pyramid mountain behind V valley connects
people to earth and sky energy; are basis of
the Jewish Star and Hindu Shatkona

Happy people
belong here

 The Path Less Traveled
While John and his other advanced students use sacred sites and their meditation seats for vision
quests to help people evolve, I am on the path less traveled. This is typical for my life, even amongst
free thinking alternative groups. Funding from within the group is impossible as they are purchasing
(with great difficulty) land adjacent to the original land trust.

"I’ve come to believe that each of us has a personal calling that’s as unique as a fingerprint – and that
the best way to succeed is to discover what you love and then find a way to offer it to others in the
form of service, working hard, and also allowing the energy of the universe to lead you.” Oprah
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 No Duplication of Work
This is an ancient oral tradition. There are few people other than Aborigines and John Milton’s
students who know this meridian system. No one is restoring meridian formations. Common ley lines
are better known but a different energy system.

 A quick flashback
On family vacation when I was young we visited Flagstaff Arizona. I loved it. Unbeknown to me at the
time, this was a foreshadowing. This and so much of my life has been predestined at a level I
continue to be in awe at.

 Returning to the Energy Story of My Life
Once I learned the meridians from John I knew I needed to move to Flagstaff, though I wasn't sure
why. While hiking in Northern Arizona I discovered a large critical meridian formation and meditated
there. It had been disturbed from its original arrangement. I sensed what was needed and carefully,
meditating and checking in, day after day, moved the rocks to their original positions restoring their chi.
Then meditating with them was incredible and my desire to be in Flagstaff diminished. At first I thought
my restoration work was done, but it was just beginning. The world was beckoning.

 Why We Have a Problem
Aborigines and other ancient cultures recognized the importance of earth energy lines and didn’t disturb
them. For the most part all was well until humanity started building and moving large amounts of earth and
rock. As most of the earth’s major energy flows are controlled by special rock formations, disturbing them
has over time disastrously decreased earth's energy flow. With less chi, humanity has less intelligence and
cares less about the earth, destroying more of it in a degenerative spiral which has to be turned around.

 The Restoration Process
The process is site specific depending on various factors. I will use techniques such as:
  Moving ordinary rocks to create sacred formations.
 Having rock workers carve what used to be on a site. That information will come from
local wisdom and my intuition.

 When all else is impossible, I will bury energized crystals to do the chi adjustments. Part of
both classical and modern feng shui is using special implements which have been empowered
in sacred ways to adjust chi.

 Revisiting some sites to do fine tuning.

 A Partial List of Sacred Sites to Restore
Germany (2) India (2)
Italy (2)
Israel (2)
Mongolia
Sudan
Iceland
Turkmenistan Hiroshima
Austria
Australia
Madagascar
Democratic Republic of the Congo

Egypt (2)
Mauritania
Easter Island
North Pole
Egypt

China (2)
South Africa
New Zealand
South Pole

Russia (2)
Iraq
World Trade Center
Indonesia

 Locating the Sites
Looking back, from childhood my life was intensely though unconsciously focused on the meridians. I
found the formation in Northern Arizona not knowing I was meant to restore it. While unconscious intuition
worked previously, now I use intent, focused intuition and other methods to guide me to the right places.
For example, in a dream I saw a building close to a formation New Zealand and the rural location so it
should be easy to find. I meditated on a map of Iceland and sensed the location of its formation.

"It always seems impossible until it’s done." Nelson Mandela
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The Navajo Twins formation with great
relationship chi in southern Utah

Dolphin Rock is one of the main ancient energy
points in the Crestone Colorado Land Trust

Let no one say the past is dead, the past is all about us and within." Oodgeroo of the tribe Noonuccal

 Traveling Assistance
I am healthy and strong but have shifted my mental focus to become more able to work with the chi,
while bureaucratic and some other travel details would be a burden. Especially troublesome is the idea
of driving on the left side of the road while looking for sites in some countries. I have three capable,
intuitive people picked out as likely candidates. I’ve told them of the project and they are enthused, but I
haven't told them they may accompany me as I don't have a time frame till funding arrives.

 Some Linked Items
Most people who have heard of feng shui think it's a way to increase abundance. Yet abundance is
just one of feng shui’s nine areas. Everyone has challenges, including those practicing feng shui such
as myself. With that in mind I want to address order, feng shui and finances.

The Power of Order and What About All the Fires?
Common practice holds that putting out fires is the way to bring about change: Elect a better
politician, stop a war, prevent global warming... the list goes on. Feng shui and chi practices
see it differently. For example, to bring about change, feng shui corrections have an order: if at
all possible you want to start with the largest area which is typically the one most needing help
and work your way to the lesser items, triage like. Some people feng shui their desk which is
nice, but how about the room, the house or the lot.

Life Chi Feng Shui
The feng shui form I developed gives my clients good to incredible results yet averages only two
sales per month. I've been asking myself “why haven’t sales taken off?” and sometimes folks tell
me “maybe you need some feng shui.” I now realize I need to feng shui the earth as the largest
element, then Life Chi will take off and my finances will flow. Then my goal is to feng shui a
huge number of homes worldwide by 2025. First though, I need to set the foundation by
respecting order and doing meridian restoration. We are each connected to at least one sacred
rock formation. If it is off, our life suffers. There are two I am connected to which I will correct on
my journey.

My Financial Situation
Over 15 years I’ve traveled much of the US in my 300,000 mile car restoring sites and doing
service. I am a peace pilgrim and have been living on $200-800 a month, often doing work
trades for rent. My needs have been few and I've been happy with little.

“Polaroid by its nature makes you frugal. You walk around with maybe two packs of film in
your pocket. You have 20 shots, so each shot is a world.” Patti Smith
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 The Project's Budget
It's hard to pin down exact numbers for a two year endeavor like this but I feel these figures are close
and frugal. Full or partial funding is welcome as at least four circumnavigations are needed. $35,000
would get the project rolling, $100,000 or full funding would be amazing. More would go to purchase
and protect sites. Perhaps you know someone who would like to join you in funding this project?
Preparatory and onetime expenses for two people including medical check-ups,
gear, immunizations, international cell phones, passports, guide books, retain an
attorney for just in case, expenses while preparing
Daily and monthly expenses including visas, lodging, meals, car rental, other
ground transportation, travel insurance, mail scanning and forwarding service,
VPN, phone, plus the unexpected (730 days @ $300 per day total for two people)
Expeditions to North and South Pole energy points - primarily specialized air
Transportation
All other air transportation
Hiring specialized help - carving missing rocks
Contract support staff in the US
Total

$15,000

219,000

150,000
300,000
250,000
20,000
$954,000

 Notes







I am doing service and will not be drawing a salary.
Renting a 4WD vehicle will often be required.
This is not a 501(c)3. Through the IRS’ eyes you would be making a gift. US citizens may gift
$14,000 a year tax free to anyone, with anything above $14,000 applicable to their lifetime
$5.49 million gift tax exemption. Above that US citizens will pay gift tax. For more information
please seek advice from the IRS or a tax professional. 
If there’s a surplus it will be returned unless you prefer it to go to purchase sacred sites. 
Donations can be made by check or Paypal. Addresses are at the beginning of page one. 

 No Future Funding Needed
Once the first 50 sites are restored Life Chi Feng Shui should flow to the world in a large way. With a
low product cost, fairly high price and my passion for world restoration, the proceeds will go toward
sacred site restoration and purchase, plus other life positive projects which will move forward easier.

 Having Vision and Courage
This will upend our knowledge of the earth and what is needed. Through history there have been
people and ideas which didn’t fit in boxes.
 The known world laughed at Columbus for his round world ideas. Rulers of Portugal, France,
and England turned him down. Spain's King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella saw he might be
right and financed his journey.
 Einstein said that light is bent by gravity. He wasn’t taken seriously until Sir Arthur Eddington
received funding for sailing expeditions to Africa and Brazil to precisely photograph a solar
eclipse, no small feat in 1919. It confirmed Einstein’s theory and physics was upended.
 Previous absolutely known fact: ulcers are caused by stress and diet. Drs. Barry Marshall and
Robin Warren received ridicule for their bacteria causation theory. Then they proved it and
received a Nobel Prize. Now ulcers are thankfully quickly cured with antibiotics.

 Why is this not a 501(c)3 ?
The traditional way to do a project of this scope would be to form a 501(c)3 however IRS regulations
wouldn’t allow that as it will mostly be an assistant and I doing the work. The IRS in their infinite
wisdom would see it as a self-serving organization.
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An option suggested by someone familiar with non-profits is going under a 501(c)3’s umbrella. There
are a good number of potential problems with this including:
 I don’t know of a 501(c)3 which would umbrella this
 They typically want a percentage (10-30% I am told) for their responsibility and work.
 Most are living hand to mouth so they may use some of the funds for their own projects, figuring
they can repay them from future income which may not come. 
 They may see this as a burden because if the program failed it would be in their record, causing
them to over manage and encumber the work. 
 They could be unpredictable if management changes. 
I need to focus on the task at hand, which is huge. I am an energy worker, get overwhelmed by
excessive bureaucracy and too much paperwork, have evaluated the options and feel the
independent route is best so I can focus on meridian restoration. Not being an accountant or
attorney I am of course open to additional input.

 Fiscal and progress reports
While I don’t want to be bogged down with paperwork I will submit progress and fiscal reports as you
request and a final report upon completion. Audits are welcome.

“When we do the best we can, we never know what miracle is wrought in our life, or in the life of
another.” Helen Keller

 Examples of “Primitive” Energy Workers
Otzi is the name given to a well preserved man who was buried in ice,
frozen in a time in the Alps for 5,000 years. He was exposed in 1991 as
ice melted and was found by hikers. Otzi has tattoos on his acupuncture
meridians, yet acupuncture supposedly wasn't developed for some time,
and certainly not in the Alps. Otzi gave us this bit of enlightenment
about very aware people we previously thought of as unsophisticated.

 The Source of These Sacred Sites
Some are nature's creation such as Yosemite's Half Dome and the amazing formations in Arches
National Park. Having studied them, other sites were almost certainly made by our early ancestors who
we call Stone Age and primitive. In fact examining the sites shows how sophisticated our ancestors
were. They created the sites to enhance earth's chi for future civilization. They are vital to life.
Some rock formations mark celestial events. Below are photos of a petroglyph on Summer Solstice
when at noon the sun comes through a slit in rocks (left image), briefly forming an arrowhead
(center) in front of the snake. A few minutes later a wolf standing on a rock (part of its neck has
fallen out) and a flying shaman appear (right). The different coloration is due to light on the lens in
the right photo.
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 Looking Ahead
My parents' generation grew up with world wars. My generation grew up with the threat of nuclear
annihilation and the current generation has global warming. It would be great to end human caused
global threats so future generations can live in peace and sanity. I dream of what that would be like.

"Those who stop dreaming are lost.” Aboriginal Wisdom

 Results
I’ve am driven to make the world better. Some of my work was detailed earlier. My desire has
intensified and as I have shifted my emphasis the benefits are reaching more people. I know from
years of experience that adjusting chi improves lives, often better and faster than therapy or other
methods. Millennia of feng shui experience speak likewise. Meridian restoration will do the planet's
feng shui and will have a huge impact on all of humanity including:
  We will have greater caring for each other and the earth
 War will be reduced
 Greed will transform into fairness
 Clearer spirituality will blossom
 We will be a saner species including politics
 Other life positive projects will have more success

"You can't connect the dots looking forward; you can only connect them looking backwards. So you
have to trust that the dots will somehow connect in your future. You have to trust in something your gut, destiny, life, karma, whatever. This approach has never let me down, and it has made all the
difference in my life.” Steve Jobs

 A Bit About Me
I am an introvert, shun social media and don’t want fame. The world’s spiritual systems have
traditions of doing work quietly. Orthodox Jews believe the world is held up by 10 sacred people. In
the old country if you sensed you knew one you were supposed to quietly slip some Rubles under
their door at night. There are Yogis, known only to a few, whose path is to meditate for the world in
caves in the Himalayas. The few who know of them bring them bags of rice and other supplies, then
return home, never telling anyone where they went or why.
The universe empowered me to do this work for humanity and the planet, guided me to teachers and
the first sites and showed the location of others. Funding is the one thing lacking. Up till now I had no
need to ask for help. I have enjoyed being self-sustaining and doing service in trade for a place to live.
Meridian restoration is best done invisibly. If the sites’ locations are discovered they would be at risk of
rocks being removed by ill-intentioned people or souvenir seekers.

 My Gratitude to You
Gratitude is a basic part of life. If you help I will be eternally grateful. While traveling doing the work I
will be meditating sending everyone who has helped good energy. If you help with $100,000 or more I
will also be meditating on how to thank you in a public way which will be helpful to you when the
project is complete, assuming you would like that. I don’t know what it would look like. Some things
take time to coalesce, but when they do the results can be spectacular. You will deserve the best.

 Donate the Best Way for You
Paypal wyling@lifechi.com
Bitcoin 1EySxuRvqLiZvph8NfPqLSJ81XQA9RRVPr
Snail mail Wyling Cambrium, 340 S. Lemon Ave #1103, Walnut CA 91789
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 A Meditation
If you'd like to help out immediately, I encourage you to take a minute to meditate sending energy to
the earth's meridians. It may be easier to visualize them as light beams going where they need to.
Other ways work great too and irreverence is fine... one day while mountain biking I was seeing them
healthy and connected while singing Solidarity Forever. This work can be fun!

 In Conclusion
I thank you for considering this paradigm changing project. I promise you it will be well worth it.
Please contact me with your any questions and of course to help!
In Service,

Wyling Cambrium
Peace Pilgrim
Feng shui master
Speck of dust in the cosmos

“At age 13 I sailed (from my home in The Netherlands) to England. I didn’t think my parents would
think this was OK so I didn’t tell them. The police had to pick me up and put me in the custody of my
father, who put me back on my boat to return home solo. The North Sea is rough so after that I
figured I was ready to sail around the world.” Laura Dekker
Laura had spent much of her youth sailing and repairing boats. When she was 14-16 she sailed
her boat Guppy solo around the world becoming the youngest person ever to do so.

“This is what I want to gift to you all today: If you have a dream and I know that every single person has a
dream, even though you might not realize it there is something in you, you really, really, really want. So go
for it, don’t be afraid. It might be hard, yes, it will be hard. I had to fight along the way. (Not just storms…
she went through eight court cases over a year to be able to do her journey with Dutch authorities
trying to take her from her father who supported her journey.) But how harder it is, how more
rewarding it is to fulfill your dreams.”
Laura now lives in New Zealand, has her Captain’s license and earns her income making yacht
deliveries and giving presentations. She has thought provoking videos such as
http://youtu.be/BA60BScgmzw . I think every teen and really anyone wanting inspiration should see
them. I cried as I watched and thank her and so many others for their inspiration.
I dedicate my work the Laura and so many who deserve a good life on a healthy planet.
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